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The drfference of ontclogy, epistemology, and methodolcgies used ti:r each paradigm is
i:ap+ttaig t* caasi*er rvt:** a r*se*:cber :s c*::d*{tlag e& arc**r:tirrg rgsearch- }in*ing the
afiswer af a social phenomenon that is inl"luenced by a complex variable cannot be done if the
researcher only reveals tirings that appear on tJre surface. This article describes the use of
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obtained in a study when they are analyzed using different paradigms. Conventional paradigm
gives a result from the dislance of the actor of a phenomenon. Whiie. the non-conventional
parzidigiii digs deeper into this phenomenon in order to obtain a more compiete picture of a

reality to be understood, constructed. or reconstructed.
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Accounting

{e{we*#*ea
Multiparadigm accouating refers to a ressarch in accounting that provides recognition of

*re various sociological perspectlves in explaining the phenomenoa of accounting. Discussing

muftipara&.ga acea-rfititrg rrrea$s dividing aceountfug research into quanritative and quatfiafive

accounting iesearch. National and international accounting joumals have been dominated by

quantifative accauntitg research. Wbile qualitative accountiry research cam€ later and received

special a$ention after The Accounting Review, a well-known quantitative accountiag journal in
tU" Urft"a Shtes, published a moaumental ar$cle by Chua (1986). Different fram tlat, in
Enfu*esic" Tke tsfuresia* Ieruual ef Aee*#iagBssearsb.wbic"h r* *rgaerzd bry ths lde}Easias

Institute of Accouatants (IAI), since its fust issue in January 1998 had immediately published

three qualitative accounting researches from eight articles in that edition (Kamayanli et al.2012)-

.*Issesu's, $#gg *gt, +:#*#!i3ffi #irS*M s-a-E rst'trtt#sM vtey e.ff<ra fu fu j,*mt#-

It cafl be understood b""uu"" the accounling curticulum in Indonesia put more emphasis oa

e research. Qualilalive aceounling researeh develops after the Doctoral Program in

A"***"S E5iv€rSB geffi?iryE (ffFe* ;; ?ffi+> ffire **t*psa*igt'E e*rtffit#E iE

accounting research.

qf,{st is *a+lt*ipergligaa? *r ai<apb #1s4, i* sae- & .se*d fM *fe -s*er*e +f,.*eca-eting it a
branch of the social sciences. In sociological perspectives, there are four paradigfns:

functionalist, interpretive, radical humanist and ra:dical structuralism (merged into critical

paffidiern) and posma*err, (Btrret md Fforgar, tf79; {ftr:a f9$6; Gioi4 tffi*; Triyuwona,

ZOf:). e"*tit"Ave research is classified in functional perspectivq while qualitative research

could be incured by inte_ryretive, critical, orpostmodernperspective.

Why multiparadigrn? This question will be answered in this papsr. Fields et al. (2001)

described the weakness of statistics when it is used in accounting functionalist (or positive)

paradigm that dominates accounting research. The ridfculousness may oceur because it is an

inhereit characteristic of the positive paradigm. In addition, since 1990s accounting researchers

in the UK began to rcalize thaf accounting cannof be se;rarafed frorn social sciences, fhus we

must realize that reality in accounting is constructed by human interaction and also shape the

perception of its users (nanga alrd Schoei de,r, 2005). Thercfore, &is paper describes ascslr-a/l\trg

ieseace,hes b eultipetaeig@ s fu terlyi,&g te&sEffi €m aaaamtiry sese*roh wlth e**-
conventional paradiggr can be understood. This article is divided into four sections. The first

section describes fI6 birth of qualitative resemch. The second section compares accounting

**reh ia differyrt prd{gms. qle r*ri* ffi{i€a dimrre prslic €*e{sr m*rtiag i**es t*at



cafi be iievei*ped using **n-cccve*tionai para<iigm. Finaliy, ;t gives a canciusioll st]
multiparadi gm accounting.

Qaaa{i+at*ve Amua{iry Rsm*h'ia {ee G*m
fields et al. {2001) mentioned solne agendas for (quantilative) accomtiag research. First,

{qtwlet*Svq} ee+.esi=g rmreek rffi y€Ey s}sw+ dte t+ t}e *mtptr,xley €}€'tt!* p#terns theE
occur in accounting. Only a few cor*d be answered using statistical techniques. Rather than
getting h*g ,rp on the idea to replicate previous research, it is better to consider the fundamental
prnfulems faced by aecornling. Secondly, tre results n*en relM to Sre maju tteo,ries ltrat haTe
been established. The problems which were found, like a matter of choosing the method of
accounting, was always associated with positive accounting theory, for example the bonus to be
received by the maoager. Even if it was proven that the management takes benefit of this, the
parties which have a contract with the compaoy would ask for compensation for any accounting
clrarrles $rane by &e coruIm$y- Oa f}e eon&,ary, researchers believe f}raf iay. esiors were rarjor:a!
so they were not affected by the issue of changes in accounting methods {see efEcient market
hypothesis)" Thir{ "-.-accounting is used for many purposes, we have argued thal it is
i*appropriate te analyre **e aeeaturtiag isslle er eyen orle goal in is+latian" (Field$ et a1., 2001:
p. 300). Researchers realized the breadth of accounting problems needed to be assessed so it was
not enotrgh to create a model fur answer. Some researehers creeted a more complex model with
many variables, use sophisticatd statistical teclmiqueq a*d i*aprcve t*re researctrl derigt- Foarth,
although they suggested statistics in order to make conclusions that can be generalized, they do
not reject a small sample to understand the problem better. Unforfunately, a small sample was
not representative. People sometimes corsidered that a good research is a research that supports
the existing theories, which, in other words, the results should be statistically significant. Such
research also had a great chance to be published. The last but the most rr{gent was that the
importance of research should be able to answer fundamental questlons, such as what kind of
situation of an issue that has to be considered and why the issue is being the matter of concem.

The anxiety Fields et al. (2001) on (quantitative) accounting research arose beeause
researchers have realized ttre complexity of the social environment to be around accounting and
this fact cannot be answered by statistical techniques. Complex problems are simplified by
making them measurable or by giviag proxies to measure in quantitave accounting research. The
proxy can vary among researchers, and, of course, di{ferent ptoxies yield different conclusions.
How something different could be said representing the same problem? Well, let us begin from
the assumptions inherent in the positive paradigm, namely the paradigm used by quantitative
research.

Smith (1989: 76) describes the assumptions made in a positive paradigm. Positive
paradigm using assumptions of nominalism. Therefore, the discovered social phenomenon
should be in a form of a concept obtained through experience or a concept that could be
perceived by the senses. For example, the concept of earning management. An auditor
determines earning management after an examination. Since there were events or facts that led
the auditor to a conclusion about earnings managemen! the concept of earning management was
bom. If an earning management irnplied the benefit of management and it was induced by a
person whose faith is weak, then the concept of weak faith will be rejected by positive paradigm,



because the concept was metaphysical, or beyond &e ability of &e senses to explain it. This
assumption is called phenomenalism. Under phenomenalism assumption, it just considers
sensible realities. Researchable realities are ob-iects that we can see, hear, taste or smell. The
smallest unit Therefore, positive paradigm only recognizes something discrete to be used as

research object (Djamhuri, 2071), which is called atomism assumption. Then, the object of
research was assessed as natural objects (naturalism assumption) which has a defi.nite causal

relationship (the law of cause and effect).

Back to the results of Fields et al- Q0CI1), quantitative accounting research cannot reveal
any factor that influence accounting because positive paradigm has a aaturalism assumption that
believes in definite causal relationship. Therefore, the researcher stated that this causal
relatinnship cannotbe ascertained because the fundasrental question has not been answeted- This
was because factors that cannot be captured by senses were not considered in positive paradigm.

Peculiarities in quantitative accounting research should be corrected so that accounting
can be flourishing and progressive (Lee and Humphrey,2A06). It could be done by doing
qualitative accounting research and by not hesitating to merge sociology with accountiag.
Aeeounting is not a set of neutratr teclmiques that reflect reality. Rather, it shaped and was shaped

by social relations and organizations where it worked and involved. If accounting research was
not addressed the social facts, then consequently it would not contribute to the development of
accounting practices (Inaaga and Schneider, 2005).

Burrel and Morgan (1979) who departed from the ontological philosophy, human nature,
epistemology, and methodology, zuggested a variety of perspectives of sociology that could be

used to discuss social reality, which incleded functionalist, interpretive, radical post-
structuralism, and radical humanist. Those perspectives were illustrated in a quadrant or
continuum which was divided into four with its horizontal aris as subjective-to-objective
continuum, and the vertical axis as the regularity continuum to radical change. The first quadrant
is functionalist, located on the regularity continuum and objective. This paradigm is also called a
positive paradigm. The second quadrant is interpretive, which is subjective and in the regularity
continuum. Its aim is to explain and to understand the social realrty found in the community. The
perspective that assumed that sociefy needs to be liberated from the dominant parties was

included ia the critical paradigm. It occupies the third quadrant of the radical humanist
(subjective) and fourth quadrants of radical post-structuralism (objective). Gioia and Pitre (1990)
considered the need for bridging those paradigms to make a new theoretical building. Although
all forr perspectives could be bridged, it did not mean that they could be merged to be one
paradigm (Gioia and Pitre 1990). Later, the postmodem paradigm which is essentially criticizing
modern thought associated with positive paradigm was born. However, different &om the critical
one, postmodern did not simply look for changes. Instead, it expected to include values that
researchers considered as more appropriate (the other, sing liyan) to replace the dominating core
(Triyuwono 2013).

Illumination of The Multiparadigm Accounting

Roslender (1992) divided accounting as follows: financial accounting, management
accounting, auditing, and finance. This section'ilescribes auditiag field with the rcsemch tcpic



about the indepeadence of auditor. Look at how researchers established their researches using

different paradigms and eventually obtained different results.

A. Positive Par*digm'
Article title: The Effect of Experieace on Forming of Going-Concem Judgments

Author: Joanna L. Ho

The research question was whether the auditods experience affected the coasensus

creation over the judgment of business sustainability. The question is based on the issue of
conflict of interest in the auditor's behalf in deciding the opinion about the sustainability of his

clieds' busiaess. The opinion of business sustainabilrty (going concern) was regulated in the

statement of Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 59. This opinion could be a bad news for the client

because it implied a serious problem.

There are no specific criteriato state that the elient can survive or not. However, the more

experience of the audifo"r, the beffer fheir infuifive in predicfing the susfainability of business

clients in the future. When financial ratios are underperform then the consensus is easier ta

achieve. But in fact, financial statement data is not the only deterrrining factor, qualitative

information is also needed.

The research was conducted in an experiment settrng. Auditor experience is proxied by

the training hours atteaded, audit experience, and career level. This study found that auditor

independence was not based on experience. However, an experienced auditor will consider and

"o*tirr. 
more information. Intuition and sensitivity can not be expressed in a rational way,

therefore, it use a proxy.

B. Interpretive Paradigm
Book title: Paradoks Etika Akuatm (The Paradox of The Ethics of Accountant)

Author: Unti Ludigdo

The ethics of accountant is the norm which confirms the professionalism of accountant.

One of the ethics of an accountant is being able to maintain the independent attitude-

Ethnometodology was selected by researcher to explain the culture of a public accountant office.

From his close-range observation, he understood that the independence of auditors could not

always be enforced,. On certain conditions, auditors'help'troubled clients. This was not done

only for the benefit of clients, but, it cannot be denied, also for the survival of the public

accountant office.

The phenomenon of helping' troubled clients was not revealed if researchers take the

distance &om the actor. What app&m on the surface is that an auditor must be objective and

independent, but it was not always like that. The problem faced by" the client sometimes be a

dilemma for the auditor. Auditor could disobey the standards and noflrs on behalf of client as

well as auditors. This paradox of accountant's ethics revealed the phenomenon when the ethics

were simply a symbol used to distinguish professional accountant from nonprofessionals.



C. Critieal Paradigu
Article title: Criti;d dialectio of financial statements on &e representation of compary

performance (a study on the Food and Beverages Industries Go Public in Jakarta Stock

Exchange): Part 1 artd?
Authors: Eko Ganis Sukoharsono and Abdul Halim

Finaacial stiatement is a representation of the business run by companies, which serves as

the reference for assessing the companfs performance. The independence oflhe auditors should

be enforced by financial accountants and auditors, so that the users of the financial statemeats

has not erred in making decision based oa the financial statements, especially for public

companies. Sukoharsono and Halim (2005) used critical paradigm with metaphors of water

bubbles and light to desmibe their findings on published financial statements of food and

beverage 
"o-pini**. 

They found twenty audited financial report, from whiclu eight emitents

were found consistentty presented their financial report and twelve were inconsistent. Those

tw.elve emitents still gained clean opinion. It indicated violations on auditing standard and

capital market regulations, as well as aa indication of unawareness in conducting the audit

pro".ru or inability in upholding his independence. Such emitents are likened as the foam

tubbles covering 
-the 

surface of water, so that dirty water underneath could not be seen.

Meaawhile, emiients that consistently serve their financial report could be likened as reflection

light that iisplayed the company as it was. Their financial reports did not misled decision

makers.

Critical paradigm used by researchers indicates that the user of financial statements is

neglected to obtain accurate information. It demonsfuates the power of auditor to create a good or

bad image on the client.

D. Postuodern Paradigm
Article tille: The Ethics of Care and New Paradigms for Accounting Practice

Author: Saratr Reiter

From the standpoint of feminism, researeher questioned &e independence of the auditor

that was induced by gender bias. lndependence that was publicly understood exhibiting a

masculine guy that is autonomous, objectivg and obedient to universal principles- Those

masculiae traits were discussed in the ethics of rigk. The feminist side was approached with the

ethics of care. It was delivered by researchers that a woman responds an issue contextually.

Independence of auditor had been labeled excessively so that independence seemingly indicated

"no ielation" between auditors and his social environment. However, "... if an auditor were to

avoid all relationships which might conceivably induce a bias in his subconscious mind, he

would have to wsrk in a sccial yacuum" (Reiter 1997, p. 3A\. Aa auditor did not live in an

empty spaco. He could not ignore his relationship with a client who had paid him. Therefore, the

uothor of tn. article proposed that independence should be replaced with interdependence, as a

mother who gnderstands her child. Women can give appropriate response based on the context.
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Posfinodefir reveals smatt naffatives that neglected in social facts. Many social facts put
something more dominant so it is always considered as taken for granted" Feminism is one of
poshnodem thought to balance the masculinity.

After looking at the results obtained &om the last three paradigms, do we still deny the
fact that sociology is a perspective that can be apptied in accounting? Multiparadigm accounting
has provided colors embellish current accounting research. The following section presents topics
on public sector accotrnting which is interesting to develop using non-conventional paradigm.

The Fluorescent of Multiparadigm Accounting in the Public Sector
Accounting

An issue that will remain a fascinating study in public sector accounting is the new public
management. Initially, this concept seemed to offer practical solutions for countries trying to get
out of the crisis to be a developed country. This concept encourages public sector communities to
be prtductive, effective , and effrcienf. This doctrine of the new public {t:ranagernerrt was quite
successful. It is proven that until recently countries in the world continue to reform in the field of
public sector accounting, and it has already led into standardization of international public sector
accounting through the IPSAS.

One of public sector reforms in Indonesia is carried out by changing the legal entity of
government hospitals into a Public Service Body (BLU). BLU is a fonn of legal entity which is
intended to provide public services by running a healthy business practices to make it productive
and efficient but not profit oriented (PP 23, 2005, section (1) and (2)). The application of sound
business practices was carried out by running the accounting.

BLU is considered by govemment hospital management as the right solution. Before
becoming BLU, governmeat hospitals were ofter hampered by issues of rigid bureaucracy done
by local authorities that disrupted the operation of the hospitals due to the limited ftnds the
hospitals could maoage. BLU gives the flexibility of financiat management for the hospital. The
willingness to use BLU system implied the willingaess to manage the hospital as a business.
What me the impacts arising from changes in government hospitals? Power et al. (2003) gave
rise to the term ofaccountingizatiotwhen they discovered the phenomenoa ofhabitus change on
hospital management after applying accounting. The term was described as a form of
colonization because accounting has replaced the core value of medical profession with
accounting and financial measurement (Power et al., 2A$; Kurunmaki et al. 2003; Lapsley,
2A07). Broadbent et al. (2001) found the reluctance of doctors in the United Kingdom in
applyrng accounting because it could limit their relationships with their patients. These
observations wete reiaforced by the findings of Kurunmaki et al. (2003) when he compared
accountingization in hospitals in the United Kingdom and Finland. Accountingizatron was not
found in United Kingdom's hospital. On the contrary, Finland hospitals with its market-odented
publie poliey showed a strong indication of accountingization. Accountingization made doctors
and paramedic applied cost and budget consideration more than their professional consideration
of giving relief to the:a patient.

Hospital financial performance can be eary identified. The financial performance of BLU
hospital has improved compared to before BLU but the services has not (Trianasmi and Idrus,



Ed). BLU is intended to achieve efficiency, economy, and productivity like in private sector.

However, the performance of public sector should not be measured by financial performance but
how the public service is given (Kurunmaki et al., 20Ar. Performance of BLU is not only
determined by doctor and staff but also related to the policy of governmen! which is affecting
the service glven by doctor and staff.

Conclusion
The changes and progress that became the hallmark of science should be anticipated in

accounting discipline. Research is a way to develop a discipline, and through it we can expect a

development oa its theory and its practitioners. Accounting research generally use psitive
paradigm, but it began to reap the doubts over his ability to explain complex social realities that
skirted accounting. This skepticism cannot be resolved if we only rely on models that simplify
the complexity of social realrty. Statistical techniques do not help much except gling figures
based on weak assumption and measurement. Non-conventional paradigm or qualitative research

filted the blanks teft by posifive paffidignr Through the perspectives of sociology, accounting
can be seea as a result aad an effort of constructilg community. The findings obtained from
multiparadigm accounting research will give a beautiful color wilhout saying one color is worse
than a variety of colors.
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